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Figure 1  Anisotropic transport and quasiparticle scattering interference in 
underdoped iron-based superconductors 
a. (A) Schematic phase diagram of A(Fe1-xCox)2As2 (A=Ca, Sr and Ba) as a 
function of doping concentration x including the structural, magnetic, and 
superconducting transition temperatures1,35-38. The dashed line indicates 
nematic fluctuations. Inset: The evolution of the in-plane resistivity anisotropy 
as a function of temperature and doping, expressed in terms of the resistivity 
ratio b! / a!  (reproduced from Ref. 15).  
b. The unidirectional dispersion of the six QPI peaks occurs along the !-axis 
only27 with two ''satellites'' of the central unidirectional dispersion shifted by !! ! !!!!!. 
c.  Photocurrent intensity at the Fermi level (E=0) of Ca-122 measured by 
ARPES (from Ref. 32).  
 Panels b,c are oriented so that the crystal b-axis points vertically. 
 
Figure 2  Visualizing the anisotropic impurity state structure in Ca-122 
a.  A 48x48nm2 topographic image of the Ca-122 surface, taken simultaneously 
with the measurements depicted in (b-d). The horizontal lines stem from a 
surface reconstruction and do not influence our ability to visualize the correct 
FeAs electronic structure; the orientations of crystal axes are identified. 
b.  The simultaneously recorded non-dispersive component in electronic 
structure as determined the current map I(r,E) at E=-37meV. The inset shows 
the characteristic non-dispersive electronic structure environment of a typical 
Co dopant atom (see SI Section V,VI): it is observed directly to be a “dimer” 
shaped electronic impurity state.  
c.  The autocorrelation of I(r,-37meV) shows three peaks separated by the 
characteristic length scale of 22Å. Note that apart from the triple-peak, the 
AC{I(r,-37meV)} signal is low, proving that 22Å is the only persistent length 
scale in the image.  
d.  Fourier transform I(q,-37meV) of the image shown in b. No sharp peak 
indicating a periodic structure are seen anywhere in reciprocal space. 
e.  Inset, the proposed impurity state with the Fe-lattice for comparison. The 
lower half show simulations with n=5 and n=47.  
f.  A simulation with n=1000 anisotropic impurity states in the same 48x48nm2 
FOV (SI Section IV); their centers are randomly distributed but they are all 
aligned with the a-axis. This ‘glassy’ pattern of overlapping anisotropic 
impurity states looks similar to the data shown in b-d.  The autocorrelation 
and Fourier transform (g,h) of the image in f support the validity of  our 
H""
deduction that the static electronic disorder consists of a-axis oriented 
electronic anisotropic impurity states only. 
 
Figure 3 Anisotropic quasiparticle scattering interference from anisotropic 
impurity states 
(See SI Section VII for a comparison of q- and k-space.) 
a. The QPI pattern one would expect from the ARPES band structure (Fig. 1e 
and SI Section II) with the quasiparticles scattering from point-like 
scatterers.  
b. The QPI pattern as measured in Ca-122 in the same energy range. While 
the dispersion is correct, there are clear vertical lines of suppressed 
intensity in the data that is not visible in the simulations.  
c. Using the structure factor of a “dimer” (Fig. 2) impurity state, the calculations 
yield QPI predictions consistent with the data in b. 
d. The dispersion of the measured QPI (red line) is in agreement with the 
dispersion determined by ARPES (photocurrent intensity in gray scale). 
 
Figure 4 Anisotropic transport due to scattering from anisotropic impurity 
states 
a. False color plot of the probability for a state k to scatter into a state k’, which in 
the Born approximation using plane waves is proportional to the Fourier 
transform of the scattering potential W (k,k ') =W (q) ~ FT V (r){ } 2 . We take the 
scattering potential to have the same spatial form as the observed anisotropic 
impurity states (Fig. 2), which then leads to the depicted C2-symmetric 
scattering probability W(q=k-k’).   
b. A schematic phase diagram with increasingly nematic transport is indicated by 
blue, yellow and red colors, where the latter marks strongest transport 
anisotropy. To emphasize the directional dependence of the scattering 
probability from our QPI data, we plot in the inset the cumulative scattering 
probability in a given direction !=u=Q4QP@ . This is obtained by integrating over 
the radial coordinate: W (! ) = d q! W !, q( ) in a. Note the strong scattering 
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